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A. THEME STATEMENT
CONCEPT
RE-ENERGISING NATURE
Greece is a power point for future energy based on the geo-physical characteristics of the land. The
country’s three epic elements, sun, wind, sea provide an endless source for innovation in renewable
energy. Since the classical world, the ancients have exploited the energy of Greece’s natural elements
by applying ‘technologia’ (Greek word for technology), which contributed to the establishment of the
Greek Civilization but also shaped the Greek cultural heritage –an energetic lifestyle – which leaves a
lively imprint in the global collective consciousness.
RE-ENERGISING NATURE, through 21st century technologies, paves the way for a journey through
Greece – its landscape and culture – looking back and to the future – from windmills to wind turbines
and riding the waves for discovery – and fun – to channeling the energy of Homer’s "wine-dark Aegean
Sea"
Back to the future!

THE Hellenic Pavilion
"E NE R G Y I S I N T HE AI R! "
Through an ambient environment that captures the image and colors of Greece: the white light and blue
sea, the Aegean horizon, the Hellenic Pavilion invites the visitor to experience the hidden powers; the
energy-giving influences of the elements on Greek nature.
Of Nature’s four elements, air (the wind) is the most dynamic in empowering nature with a clean atmosphere, as well as transferring sensations and memories. As an integral part of the body itself, air is
the breath of life. The sounds of the wind provide a continuous acoustic environment experienced in
diﬀerent intensities that accompany the visitor through the Exhibit. The sound of the wind changes depending on the sub-topic / exhibit, i.e. the flap of a sail, a windmill, the roaring coastline, the hum of the
waves. The wind acts as the main identifying characteristic of the Exhibit and basic guide for the visitor
to ‘live’ Greek experiences; from of the cool breeze under an arbor and the strong north wind opening
the sails to the gentle Zephyr, the West wind that travels scents and sounds of spring.
Greece is the place, where the “energy of the future” is being constantly among us in a way that its
classical past has immutably and directly interpreted and encountered. In ancient Greece, the desire for
knowledge has emerged from the observation of the physical world. The answers were given based on
a way of thinking, framed by personal experiences incorporating all senses, rather than “scientific”
methods, in the way we perceive them today. Regarding the fact that all the powers of nature are constantly co-existent in the Greek landscape and at the same time, accessible to everyone, reinforces the
assumption that man is capable of regulating this power, adjusting it to his needs, becoming a companion instead of an ominous antagonist, who has to defeat them. Moreover, this raises the perception that
each and EVERYONE can utilize this power and that this utilization right is innate to man, framed by the
basis of "belonging“ as a mutual relationship of respect between man and nature.
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Through the Expo 2017 sub-theme Nr. 1: Reducing CO2 emissions through renewable energy, the
Greek participation aims to present its contribution and vision regarding this topic, focusing on the utilization of the renewable energy sources (RES) that are plentiful in Greece’s nature, not only as a medium but also as an ultimate idealized goal.
Other reference to the special energy issues will be related to the other sub-themes of Expo (e.g. subtheme Nr. 2: Energy Saving, traditional “bioclimatic” architecture etc.).
Following the package that has been recently announced by the European Union, which establish the
latter’s leadership on the transition from the fossil fuels to the renewable energy sources, and consequently, to the conflict against climate change, Greece will obtain a crucial role.
Greece (and the European Union) aim to ensure that at least 20% of electricity will come from renewable
energy sources by 2020 (raising the same goal up to 60-70% by 2050). Today, RES’s contribution to energy mix approaches 18%, having nearly achieved the above stated goal.
In Greece there is the possibility to significantly take advantage of the RES. In particular, the lasting
sunshine, the appropriate wind power, especially on the islands, the potential water power on the mountainous areas and of the wavy sea, the significant but yet unused amount of biomass that exists in the
whole country, and finally, the significant quantity of geothermal fields, whose energy exploitation does
not correspond to their potential, confirm this claim. Therefore, our country needs to take advantage of
its great potential that these beneficial climatic conditions oﬀer.
The Greek government in cooperation with the EU aims at the unification of energy market by 2030 and
intends to reduce the greenhouse gases with the penetration of the RES, providing a powerful net for
the economically weak.
The solar-photovoltaic energy is going to be one of the most significant components of Greece’s energy profile, since the country has plentiful solar dynamic and it is estimated that the solar energy can
provide for one third of our energy needs.
Due to the big number of islands and the long coastline (approx. 13.700 km), the longest in the EU, the
energy produced by the sea interests our country straightforwardly. The Aegean aﬀords the highest in
Europe marine potential energy, which if utilized would be able to meet a significant part of the country’s
energy needs.
For the same geophysical reasons, Greece has a high exploitable wind power potential. Combined with
the other RES, wind power can contribute to the pursuit of dealing with the climate change, since it
does not release pollutants to the atmosphere that aggravate the greenhouse eﬀect’s definite role. It is
estimated that the wind’s power utilization can provide for 13,6% of electrical energy’s need. Greece’s
total exploitable wind power potential can cater for the largest part of the country’s electricity needs.
The wind’s average speed on the Aegean islands, Crete and the east central Greece, is 6-7m/sec, resulting to a rather satisfactory price/cost of the produced energy. Consequently, there is a plethora of
current exploitation projects in the previously stated areas.
A great part of the hydroelectric country’s potential is being found primarily on central Greece. According to moderate estimations, 30% of the total wind power potential of the country lies on this region.
This potential could cater for a significant part of the total energy consumption. In addition, all Epirus
rivers stem from the Pindus mountain range. The latter has substantial rainfall and such a terrain that
enables the exploitation of its water potential from high altitude diﬀerences and promotes the creation of
artificial lakes and water reservoirs.
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Concurrently, there is an ongoing technologically supported process of reducing pollutants coming
from fossil energy sources of the cheap domestic fuel (lignite), which will gradually reduce their proportion in the national energy mix. It should be noted that it has already been reduced to 30% from 45%,
compared with two years ago.
If Greece takes advantage of its plentiful RES potential in combination with the energy savings as well
as the utilization of the innate potential of this RES exploitation, then it can reduce CO2 emissions by
85% until 2050, supporting in this way the combat of climate change.
Finally, it should be stated that the geostrategic position of Greece underlines the country’s role as “energy’s intersection”, not only due to its impressive concentration of all exploitable sources of physical
power to such a small area on earth, but also as a critical position on the east European political map
for the transit and, partially, the mild processing of fossil fuels by the big energy producing countries of
the Εastern hemisphere and America.

B. EXHIBITION SPACE COMPOSITION
The Hellenic Pavilion symbolically represents the broad horizon of the Greek archipelago, prompting the
visitor both intellectually and practically to embark on a "journey" to discover the range of possibilities
oﬀered by Greek "nature."
In the lobby, the Greek participation welcomes the visitors providing the first impression of the Exhibition’s Greek atmosphere.
The presence of the shop that oﬀers products of Greek nature in display underlines the Greek character
by diﬀusing a variety of corresponding scents (e.g thyme, mastic etc.). Here, the visitor receives the preliminary information regarding the classical “philosophical” connection between nature and clean energy
with the support of audio-visual eﬀects.
The characteristic feature of the main exhibition is a wooden “promenade”, that lies as a “ribbon” over
the blue painted floor, symbolically referring to a dock or a shoreline perceived either as lying on the sea
or as a symbolic coastline next to it. Along the way, specific visual points of interest provide stimulus for
the visitors to follow a pathway, where they collect informations so as to comprehend and associate the
interaction between the natural environmental and Greek thought and lifestyle.
Following a timeline along the main pathway the visitors are initially informed about the history of energy use in Greece; from the use of pollutant energy sources (lignite and its consequences on health as
well as smog’s eﬀects on the ancient monuments as an actual threat against civilization itself) accompanied by a sociological photo documentation that validate the initial need for their use, through to the
presentation of the attempt to gradually reduce these pollutants and at the same time, increase the environmental awareness, toward the vision of reestablishing the traditional “pure Greek nature”.
The broken-line shape of this path creates diﬀerentiated spaces to the perimeter of the available shell,
where under various “Greek titles” particular characteristics of the Greek nature (“people”, “architecture”, “wind”, “food”, “sea”, “culture” etc.) are represented taking advantage of the existing structure
elements of the oﬀered space (use of external lighting, columns etc.).
Inside the promenade a central space (alike a “maritime square”) is formed, where visitors are informed
about Greece’s attempt to restore archetypical values through political and commercial prospects and
actions, counterpointing the natural energy potential, presented on the right hand side of the path, focusing on the Expo 2017, Nr. 4 point of view (innovative enterprising spaces, technological markets,
commercial opportunities, entrepreneurship), always orientated towards the preservation maintenance
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of what constitutes quality of life in Greece: respect for the powers that have formed its shape and
mind.
The surfaces that constitute the background of the theme modules or informative projections and printed material consist of translucent panels. In this , without losing the aesthetics of the overall concept
of the space, the visitor has the possibility to freely gather information from either side of the promenade (the hidden powers of Greece, right - the technical implementation, left), as well as maintaining
the general view of the space - all consolidated under the life-giving, Greek light.
Beyond the freedom to selectively gather information, the visitor has the choice to deviate from the
forward direction of the path, beginning to end, and can cross the entire space, through the "sea", using
the shortest road to his point of interest (specific exhibits / displays, resting places, restaurant, etc.)
A basic element of the Exhibition is the regular presence of wind; from a cool breeze under an arbor,
to the powerful North wind opening sails and the gentle Zephyr carrying scents and sounds.
The experiential element of the exhibition is culminated with the installation of a virtual reality’s environment, where visitors can compactly experience the potential that Greece’s nature elements entail
and that the country so generously oﬀers, beginning from the observation of a typical sunset lying on a
Greek beach.
The exhibition is supplemented by portraits of Greek citizens, both known and unknown, where the influence of the Greek nature is depicted, either directly (faces sculpted by the sun, wind and sea directly
related with landscapes that have shaped in the same way), or indirectly (the “internal light” of Maria
Callas e.g. in relation to the famed light of the Athenian sky).
The thematic cycle ends with a reference to artists who have consciously integrated the wind, water
and light to in their sculptures - or the opportunity for selected, contemporary artists to create and exhibit their relevant works in the center of "maritime square.”
The artists’ participation (e.g. as supervisors of relevant students’ work) could be also
considered for the Hellenic Pavilion’s facades’ configuration: Elements containing
Greek colors that produce sounds with the blowing of the wind and/or sea waves that
reflect light accordingly. Movement as dynamic evolution and change.
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C. EXHIBITION DESCRIPTION
1. Introduction / THE ENERGIZING WORD – The Hellenic thought
Description
The visitor enters a white covered passage, surrounded by symbolically represented characteristics of
classical Greece. Brief presentation of the mainstream... “clear” image of classical Greece, its myths
and philosophy in a white “marble” environment under the Hellenic white light. Showcase of the correlation between Hellenic speech with nature and life through abstract representations concerning mythology and philosophy.

Objectives
To bring the visitor sensually, emotionally and
mentally into contact with Hellenic Logos. To acquaint the visitor with the Hellenic thought in the
mists of time, the Hellenic speech and to realize
that the “return to the future” constitutes historically a characteristic way of life in Greece, with its
inexhaustible and always present forces of nature.
The visitor, during his tour of the exhibition will visit this area two times, once while entering and
once while exiting. The shadows of people entering and exiting entwine with corresponding graphical representations on the central panels of this
area.

Expressive tools
Bright white environment molded in a strict classical architectural order, through scenography illumination and minimalistic architectural elements.
Brief illustrative text in digital printing. Key words
in Greek, English and Russian as a projection or
printing. Cut-outs of ancient temples/columns/
busts.
Psychoacoustic presentation (e.g. slight wind
presence, smell, sounds of Hellenic nature, probably in minimal synthesized sounds such as sailcloth rustle or sea waves).
Figures of Greek philosophers accompany the visitor on the right side of the walkway.
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2.FROM FIRE TO LIGHT / History of
energy in modern Hellas
Description
Passing through the entrance’s white environment,
the visitor comes into contact with a brief description of urban life starting from the 19th century up
until today and the gradual electrification of our
country.
From hydroelectric energy to the lignite.
Presented on the visitors right side, our sartorial/
cultural developments in relation to the rest of Europe at the time.

Objectives
To acquaint the visitor with the history of modern
Greece through its technological advances and
the consequences of the urban population boom.

Expressive tools
Earth tone colors. Photographic/graphic printouts.
Illustrative texts in digital printing. Timeline print on
the floor and the canopy wall that allows however
for visual contact (towards the end of this thematic
section) through openings with the “sea” environment of the central exhibition area.

3.US… THE PEOPLE OF HELLAS
Description
The visitor meets the residents of Hellas. Famous and anonymous Greeks stare at the
visitor directly into his eyes and remind him the responsibility of each one of us towards life. In this area we present the relation between the Hellenic nature and its
elements with the physiognomy of its residents. These range from the deep lined
face of a Greek fisherman to that of the internal Hellenic light of Maria Callas,
always in correlation with the corresponding natural environment (the Greek
Cycladic landscape, the light of the clear blue sky of Athens).

Objectives
The visitor notes the direct correlation between a natural environment and a person
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and understands the anthropocentric philosophy of the Hellenic participation. The visitor gets acquainted with contemporary Greek people of various classes and professions and becomes familiar with the
sound of the Greek language.

Expressive tools
Video show with freestanding panels. Alternating portraits of Greeks and photographs of Hellenic nature. Acoustic environment of Hellenic speech (recordings of speech in traditional coﬀee shops, singing,
poetry/recitals).

4. OUR POWERFUL WINDS
Description
As an upbeat to the shift towards the utilization of renewable types of energy, we focus on the main
theme of the Hellenic participation, the wind. Presentation of:
the natural elements and Greek distinctive geological characteristics that allow for the presence of wind
energy (mountain line, coastline etc.)
Mythological reference to the winds, classical medical correlation between “clear” wind and human
breathing as a cardinal characteristic of health.
Classical and traditional applications of wind energy utilization in our country up to its contemporary
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form, the wind turbine.

Objectives
The visitor’s realization of the scale of wind energy potential.

Expressive tools
Maps of wind movement in our country. Digital printouts of mythological illustrations of wind energy.
Video projection. Presence of wind.

4A. CAPTURING THE WIND – Travel memories
Description
Three-dimensional environment of a windmill in Cyclades and the sea horizon as a background.
Scenographic cutouts of one or more windmills. Elements of the characteristic Cycladic white wall, in
order to create the opportunity for the visitor to sit, gaze over a naturalistic Hellenic island landscape,
take pictures and experience wind in diﬀerent intensity. Get familiar with the indication of wind direction
with the help of the Hellenic weathercock.
Information on the central and important role of the windmill in Hellenic rural society.

Objectives
The hands-on experience of the power and potential of the wind energy. The realization of the Hellenic
potential in the production of wind energy. Entertainment and tourist attraction.

Expressive tools
Three-dimensional construction of seats that refer to Cycladic low-height sitting walls.
Unified intense illumination. Cutout windmill construction. Back drop with digital printout of “Myconos”
sea view. Reproduction of wind of various intensities. Digital projection of photographs. Acoustic environment (sound of flapping windmill sailcloth, steady sound of wind turbine). Video Screen with a miller
storyteller.

5. CURING THE SENSES - Our endless waters, our healing sun – Hellas is
more than a vacation destination.
Description
The visitor enjoys a typical Hellenic sundown in a three-dimensional azure environment of a Greek
beach with sunbeds and umbrellas. With the assistance of virtual reality technology he experiences a 4-
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minute tour over the Hellenic seas, as a sailor facing sea waves, who then flies in the air like a
seagull following the ancient triremes and modern merchant ships in their travels towards ancient and contemporary harbors, taking in the endless Hellenic coastline, and flies over rivers,
waterfalls, windmills and wind turbines.
The other side of the “beach” showcases the geophysical potential of the country in utilizing
sea wave and tide energy, and also the hydroelectric energy as a link to the next theme section.

Objectives
To get the visitor acquainted with the various aspects and potential of the Hellenic sun and
water, beyond their most commonly known role as elements of vacation and revitalization. To
entertain the visitor.

Expressive tools
VR production with sound and speech. Three-dimensional scenography of a beach with objects. Projection screen. Acoustic environment. Wind presence (carrying smells of the Hellenic
land). Digital printouts of Greek beach and coastline photos with illustrating brief text. [Interactive games, with sunlight (mirrors focusing light beams, reflections etc.)]

6.THE WARMING AND NOURISHING LAND – Life and food culture in
Hellas / OUR HELLENIC COURTYARDS – The outdoor living
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Description
In front of an atmospheric abstract representation of Hellenic seaside shops (grocery, tavern,
coﬀee shop etc.) emerges a three-dimensional environment of Hellenic yards with traditional
tables and seats over characteristic exterior floors of the corresponding shops and its local
products (mastic, Greek saﬀron, olive oil, wine). The main scene of this area consists of twodimensional printouts of shop facades that will act as a background to the food counter. Here
the visitor can taste unique flavors, produced from the Hellenic land, with an overview of the
entire exhibition lying before him. On the other side of the “seaside boardwalk” the visitor can
access information on the corresponding cultivation and the process of utilizing agricultural
waste to produce energy (biomass).

Objectives
To introduce to the visitor Hellenic flavors and to inform him of the importance of the Mediterranean diet. A glimpse of the Hellenic lifestyle. Introduction to characteristics of Hellenic structured environment and colors. To showcase the Hellenic potential to utilize agricultural waste to
produce energy at satisfactory levels.

Expressive tools
Three-dimensional scenographic representation of environment. Presence of wind (sea breeze).
Presentation of local products from the Hellenic land. Acoustic environment of Greek soft listening music. Digital printouts of shop facades, Hellenic outdoor social life with brief illustrative
text.

7.HELLAS, THE CROSSROADS OF ENERGY
Description
Presentation of expressively colored maps with the corresponding utilized energy potential
(wind energy, solar energy, biomass, geothermal energy) in our country.
In a larger scale map, Hellas is presented as a crossroad for energy commerce, with the intersection of commercial sea lines and natural gas pipelines in the eastern Mediterranean. On the
same map we can also find the cutting edge technology units of North and South Greece.

Objectives
The visitor will realize the geographical position of Hellas and the country’s important role in matters of
energy in eastern Mediterranean. To convince him of the sensible use of fossil energy sources.

Expressive tools
Digital map printouts. Percentage charts of renewable energy sources versus fossil energy sources.
Charts for the development aims between energy sources in relation to our national energy production
mixture.
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8. THE HARBOR OF ENCOUNTERS
At the main exhibition area
we create a “maritime
square” filled with memories
of a Hellenic island harbor.
This space under the broad
Hellenic light provides for the
organization of interactive
educational events themed
after:
The dynamic of the natural
elements
Pop-up shops
Informative pavilions
Happenings, etc.

Expressive tools
Gloss industrial floor paint
finish. White playground balls
that resemble the feeling of
wave movement and can also be used as an imprinting surface for written messages. Here visitors can
leave their signature or comments. A table shaped as a boat with sails will accommodate various handcraft activities for children.
This space illumination will oﬀer the sense of water movement. Refreshing gusts of wind.
Rustling sounds will reach the visitor from the suspended flying kites above, creating a very imposing
acoustic environment.
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D. VISITOR FLOW
The visitor turnout for Expo 2017 is estimated at 5.100.000.
It is anticipated that a minimum of 10% of the visitors on the total turnout will visit the Hellenic Pavilion,
so we expect around 500.000 visitors in the 90 days which is the duration of the Expo.
Taking into consideration the 12 hours of daily operation we conclude that a medium of 5550 visitors
will visit the Hellenic Pavilion on a daily basis, that is to say 460 per hour.
Therefore, the entrance and exit capacity from the exposition is estimated at 8 visitors per minute or 2
visitors per 15 seconds.
The presentation program will be of 15 minutes duration. Taking in consideration all of the above calculations, we conclude that the visiting areas must have the capability to accommodate a minimum of 150
persons.
In order to take advantage of the pavilion’ s capacity, we have decided to develop a system of predetermined “lines of movement” for the visitors. This method will create larger spaces that will allow the
increment of the visitor capacity in determined internal zones such as„the harbor of encounters“ zone
and the main show zones.
This method outlines 2 basic zones of movement: an introductory zone and a main presentation zone.
Provided that this system be applied in a presentation of “continuous flow”, it oﬀers increased possibilities of presentation, projections and programming in various levels and with a fluctuating visitors volume.
The introductory zone: this first zone has been designed to welcome the visitors at a Greek environment
(with over 120 pavilions, it is good for such a reminder to exist!) and to have them introduced at the
themes and sub-themes of the pavilion. Using projections and the appropriately shaped ambient the
visitor is gradually familiarized with the illumination, the style and the atmosphere of the Greek presentation. We estimate that the visitors will be spending 3 to 4 minutes in this zone, watching the presentations.
The main presentation show: this zone divided in 4 smaller ones, includes the main theme presentation.
Trying to benefit from the advantage of the grand openings, we create a magnificent presentation ambient and theme program. We estimate that the main theme will be highlighted in the form of a continuous
chain with a total duration of 11 minutes.
Finally before the end of the show we incorporate the commercial functions(a themed bistro and the
shop).
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E. EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN
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F.

FINISH SCHEDULE

Table 1 / Table of Finishes
Finish
Code

Description

Notes / Remarks

Sample Images

Floor Finishes
FF1

White pine planks (main Pathway floor): Sand blasted (to achieve a slightly worn-out look) 30X200
or 30X150 mm section wood rafters (cut to shape) and treated with fire retardant, intumescent
paint, in compliance with the Expo 17 Guidelines Standards on Fire Prevention. Color by Client

FF2

White high gloss vinyl event and display flooring loose layed on the existing industrial floor.
Alternatively, high gloss white epoxy floor. Flameproof Euroclass Bfl s1
Alternative construction (proposal): Paint the existing floor in white RAL 9010 and apply 2 coats of
high gloss Transparent parkett Varnish on top.

FF3

Black-color Carpet (long pile) placed on Firm crumb rubber underlays or high density supportive
foam to get a soft feeling while walking or sitting on it.
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FF4

Black or mirror high gloss vinyl event and display flooring loose layed on the existing industrial floor,
to achieve a mirror eﬀect in front of the main projection screen area.
Alternative construction (proposal): Paint the existing floor in Black RAL … and apply 2 coats of
high gloss Transparent parkett Varnish on top.

FF5

Loop pile carpet lining (oﬃce area): 80% wool / 20% nylon blend, laid on foam roll carpet underlay

FF6

Vinyl Tile Flooring:laid on the existing floor. Tile in a dark cement look (see example Gerflor Insight
Urban - Riverside). After laid, to be hand-painted on top, in situ, in a pattern to simulate traditional
Cycladic street stone-joint painting. See sample image to the right

FF8

Floor Graphics: Self adhesive film to be laid on the existing industrial floor, or on Vinyl tiles. Graphic
in digital file to be provided by Contactor B

Wall Finishes
WF1

Wall Graphic: MDF Chipboard covered with printed graphics wallpaper. Graphic in digital file to be
provided by Contactor B

WF2

Painted MDF Chipboard: 15 mm fixed on metal structure. Finished by putting, sanding and painted
with water based acrylic paint.

WF3

Painted Gypsum Walls: 12,5mm plaster board panels (proprietary metal studs and runners frame
system). Finished by putting, sanding and painted with water based acrylic paint.

WF4

White pine decorative elements: White pine decoration /separating wall elements of low height lined
with wood planks of 20X150 mm section, fixed on metal structure. All wood items to be treated with
water based white color sealer and with fire retardant paint, in compliance with the Expo 17
Guidelines Standards on Fire Prevention. Color by Client
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WF5

White pine decorative lined exhibition "Booth" wall: White pine decoration lining of 150 mm wide
planks, fixed on MDF chipboard. All wood items to be treated with water based white color sealer
and with fire retardant paint, in compliance with the Expo 17 Guidelines Standards on Fire
Prevention. Color by Client

WF6

Drop Net: Indoor Mesh Fabric to make transparent screen suitable for inkjet printing. Fire resistant
M1, Class 1, or according to EXPO 17 firesafety guidelines.

Ceiling Finishes
CF1

Painted Gypsum Ceilings: 12,5mm plaster board panels (proprietary metal frame system). Finished
by putting, sanding and painted with water based acrylic paint.

CF2

Exposed open frame structure: Exposed wooden (pergola like) open structure to cover the oﬃce
areas and support lighting fixtures. All wood items to be treated with water based white color sealer
and with fire retardant paint, in compliance with the Expo 17 Guidelines Standards on Fire
Prevention. Color by Client
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CF3

Stretched ceiling backlit boxes: Aluminium Frame Light Box with transluscend white colored
stretched ceiling (similar to Barissol Brand).
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G. EXHIBITION PROJECT PLAN / PHYSICAL EXHIBITION SPACE / SCENERY AND EXHIBITION OBJECTS
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Table 2 / Description of Construction Systems, Exhibits, Materials, Scenic Sets and Decor
EZ Nr. Item
Code

EZ1

GEN.

Description

Details

Qty.

All non graphic covered walls and vertical surfaces
will be sanded and fine painted with white acrylic
paint (RAL 9010)

Ramping wooden walkway, to smoothly bridge the
level difference of 15 cm, also covered with white
high gloss vinyl.

Floor (FF2):

Alternative construction (proposal): Paint the existing floor in white RAL 9010 and apply 2 coats of
high gloss Transparent parkett Varnish on top.

White high gloss vinyl event and display flooring
loose layed on the existing industrial floor. Flameproof Euroclass Bfl s1, or according to Organizers
fire safety guidelines and to Kazakh low.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

"

Ceiling (CF3):
Stretched ceiling backlit boxes: Aluminium Frame
Light Box with transluscend white colored
stretched ceiling (similar to Barissol Brand).

Backlit boxes, fixed on a metal structure above, to
bridge the entire width of the combined Entry-exit
area in one piece.
The boxes are out of aluminium or steel, stiffened
to hold the stretched backlit membrane and
maintain their precise rectangular shape.
The Boxes are sprayed white to match the
membrane color. They are placed with open gaps
between them to let smoke go through in case of
emergency, to the smoke detectors above.

EF1.1

Self supporting Trapezoidal- shaped Box out of
MDF panels fixed on metal framing, with visible vertical supports (legs), painted in the same color as
the box (RAL 9010).

The Box will be covered on one side by a printed
Graphic Vinyl wallpaper (Digital file will be provided
by Contactor B). The Other sides will be sanded
and fine painted with white acrylic paint (RAL 9010)

EF1.2

Self supporting orthogonal Box out of MDF sanded
and fine painted with white acrylic paint (RAL 9010)

The Box will be covered on one side by a printed
Graphic wallpaper (Digital file will be provided by
Contactor B)

EF1.3

Self supporting orthogonal Box out of MDF sanded
and fine painted with white acrylic paint (RAL 9010)

The Box will be covered on one side by a printed
Graphic wallpaper (Digital file will be provided by
Contactor B)
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EZ Nr. Item
Code
EF1.4

Description
MDF Panels fixed on vertical wooden rafters in a
distance of 5 cm from the Pavilion separating wall,
to create lit recesses between them.

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

The whole structure, panels and recesses will be
sanded and fine painted with acrylic color and in
generally shall be treated as if they were fully visible. The recesses will house LED strips in special
profile to their full height.
Frontally will be covered by a printed Graphic wallpaper (Digital file will be provided by Contactor B)

EZ2

GEN.

Floor (FF1):
"The dock"
The main Exhibition pathway should scenographically simulate a wooden dock at the sea.
Walls:
at the right side of the main pathway, along all
Zones from EZ2 to EZ5 and fixed on the Separating
Pavilion Wall, place a skin of either gypsum or MDF,
up to a height as indicated on the drawings. The
skin will be fixed on studs in a distance of 5cm
from the Separating Pavilion Wall and will be sanded and fine painted with dark Blue acrylic paint
(color to be defined)

White pine planks, sandblasted (to achieve a
slightly worn-out look) 30X200 or 30X150 mm
section wood rafters (cut to shape) and treated with
fire retardant, intumescent paint, in compliance
with the Expo 17 Guidelines Standards on Fire
Prevention. Color by Client
The dock is supported on wooden or steel beams
which are closing visually the dock to the
"Harbour" and to land Side. Under the dock are
hosted cable trays for the power distribution to the
Exhibition boothes and to other areas.

The surface will be prepared for partial coverage of
wallpaper Vinyl graphics.

"

Ceiling (CF1):
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EZ Nr. Item
Code
EF2.1

Description
"Exhibition Booth"
Self supporting L-shape Structure, with visible
vertical supports (legs).
It is inspired by the traditional wooden fisherman
sea booths. They are placed along the dock-path
and are hosting the various Exhibition Sections,
presenting them in their dockside part through
digital Media.
Their "sea" sides (to the "Harbour of Encounters"
aim to embrace it and to simulate scenographically
a small sea-side village with various sized lit
openings which reflect in the glossy floor.

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

The Construction consists of a sectional steel structure, lined with gypsum boards to the internal part,
both wall and ceiling.
Single sided gypsum board back wall and ceiling
made of proprietary metal studs and runners, clad
with 1 layer of 12.5 mm plaster board enclosing
mineral wool insulation to full height. Cut outs on
the wall to fit 24” LED screens at eye level, as per
drawings and in coordination with the graphic
provider to match the exact position within the wallpaper graphic. Proprietary reinforced studs and lintels will be placed at location around cut outs for the
fixation of the monitors.
The external and section sides are lined with white
painted pine planks similar to the floor finish, fixed
on chipboard panel or directly on steel substructure

!
EZ3

GEN.

Floor (FF2):
White high gloss vinyl event and display flooring
loose layed on the existing industrial floor. Flameproof Euroclass Bfl s1, or according to Organizers
fire safety guidelines and to Kazakh low.

EXB3.1

Combined Exhibit, involving Multimedia and
interactive, physically turnable, double sided
Graphic panels

Alternative construction (proposal): Paint the existing floor in white RAL 9010 and apply 2 coats of
high gloss Transparent parkett Varnish on top.

The three vertical 48" LED screens will be
embedded in vertical MDF boxes (screen to be
placed flush with the Panel front). The Boxes will be
painted anthracite Black (color to be defined) and
covered with a full height black glass at their front.
All tree boxes are connected at their top and bottom
with a linear flat steel profile painted white. Between
them there are two vertical steel bars in each gap,
axes, which hold the rotating graphic panels.
Overall there are 16 such panels.
The panels will be covered both sides with graphics.
The visible part will be painted in the same color as
the boxes.
"
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EZ Nr. Item
Code
EZ4

EF4.1

Description
"Exhibition Booth"
Self supporting L-shape Structure, with visible
vertical supports (legs).
It is inspired by the traditional wooden fisherman
sea booths. They are placed along the dock-path
and are hosting the various Exhibition Sections,
presenting them in their dockside part through
digital Media.
Their "sea" sides (to the "Harbour of Encounters"
aim to embrace it and to simulate scenographically
a small sea-side village with various sized lit
openings which reflect in the glossy floor.

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

The Construction consists of a sectional steel structure, lined with gypsum boards to the internal part,
both wall and ceiling.
Single sided gypsum board back wall and ceiling
made of proprietary metal studs and runners, clad
with 1 layer of 12.5 mm plaster board enclosing
mineral wool insulation to full height. Cut outs on
the wall to fit 24” LED screens at eye level and flush
to the surface of the wall, as per drawings and in
coordination with the graphic provider to match the
exact position within the wallpaper graphic. Proprietary reinforced studs and lintels will be placed at
location around cut outs for the fixation of the monitors.
The external and section sides are lined with white
painted pine planks similar to the floor finish, fixed
on chipboard panel or directly on steel substructure
!

EZ5

EXB5.1

Exhibit involving Multimedia storytelling

A vertical 48" LED screen will be embedded in
vertical MDF boxes (screen to be placed flush with
the Panel front). The Boxes will be painted
anthracite Black (color to be defined) and covered
with a full height black glass at their front.
Similar to EXB3.1

DEC5.1

This area involves a Backlit large scale image in the Create raised floor, for access to persons with
background and scenographical pieces in in front of disability act and cover it with Vinyl Tile Flooring.
it to match the materials or other objects of the
Tiles in a dark cement look and color (see example
image as a 3d extension of it.
Gerflor Insight Urban - Riverside). After laid, to be
The intension is the create a realistic environment
hand-painted on top, in situ, in a pattern to simulate
of a known popular greek touristic scape for photo
traditional Cycladic street stone-joint painting. See
shooting.
sample image to the right
Aluminium Backlit box sized according to drawings
as background. (Media will be delivered by
Contractor B.

"
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EZ Nr. Item
Code
EZ6

GEN.

Description

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

Floors:
FF3: Black long pile carpet layed on a soft
underlayer. Feel like walking on a soft sandy beach.
FF4: High gloss black vinyl floor or mirror foil to
reflect the projection screen and the side graphic
screens. It it simulating a reflective water surface in
the night. On its surface are laying soft
semitransparent white playground ball 7cm
diameter).
They are there to give a relaxing playful tone, to
simulate the seawater foam and give a separating
horizon between the "water" surface and the real
projection.

EF6.1

The back wall of the beach.

This is a low height wall in the same look as the
floor and backsides of the exhibition booths.
White pine planks, sandblasted (to achieve a slightly worn-out look), treated with fire retardant, intumescent paint, in compliance with the Expo 17
Guidelines Standards on Fire Prevention. (Color by
Client) All these low height walls are on one side
slightly inclined as an optical extension of the
"dock" flooring.
On its internal side there is a continuous shelf
which hosts the charging plugs for the VR Goggles
connected with antitheft wires of approx 1m length.
and the goggles aswell.

DEC6.1

This area is scenographically trying to simulate a
relaxing greek beach environment. Here is
presented the main show of the Hellenic Pavilion.

Three large dimension screens are placed in a sectional formation. The middle one is the projection
screen and the side ones are printed stretched fabrics.
All of them are stretched on Z shaped steel structures which are standing on the floor (not fixed) and
hold in place with weights.
In front of the graphic screen are swinging a few
cutout 2 dimensional cloud figures out of polysterine, They are standing on the floor on high tiny iron
bars fixed on heavy bases (concrete?), so they can
virtually smoothly swing.
On the carpet, 10 sitting positions for guests on
dark grey bean bags.

"
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EZ Nr. Item
Code
EZ7,
EZ8

EF7.1

Description
"Exhibition Booth"
Self supporting L-shape Structure, with visible
vertical supports (legs).
It is inspired by the traditional wooden fisherman
sea booths. They are placed along the dock-path
and are hosting the various Exhibition Sections,
presenting them in their dockside part through
digital Media.
Their "sea" sides (to the "Harbour of Encounters"
aim to embrace it and to simulate scenographically
a small sea-side village with various sized lit
openings which reflect in the glossy floor.

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

The Construction consists of a sectional steel structure, lined with gypsum boards to the internal part,
both wall and ceiling.
Single sided gypsum board back wall and ceiling
made of proprietary metal studs and runners, clad
with 1 layer of 12.5 mm plaster board enclosing
mineral wool insulation to full height. Cut outs on
the wall to fit 24” LED screens at eye level and flush
to the surface of the wall, as per drawings and in
coordination with the graphic provider to match the
exact position within the wallpaper graphic. Proprietary reinforced studs and lintels will be placed at
location around cut outs for the fixation of the monitors.
The external and section sides are lined with white
painted pine planks similar to the floor finish, fixed
on chipboard panel or directly on steel substructure
!

EZ9

GEN

"The Taverna" / Bistro
This is the commercial area of the Hellenic Pavilion.
It is scenographically a typical Cycladic island
outdoor area (street, square etc) with the small
grocery store, selling unique greek products which
are presented there. Its the greek "plateia" (square)
where people are getting together to drink, eat,
discuss and relax.
Floor:
FF6: Vinyl Tile Flooring.
Tiles in a dark cement look and color (see example
Gerflor Insight Urban - Riverside). After laid, to be
hand-painted on top, in situ, in a pattern to simulate
traditional Cycladic street stone-joint painting. See
sample image to the right
Walls:
WF1: The Separating wall, between offices and
bistro. Its a segmented wall (for better support) and
simulates different small (one story)buildings. The
segments are wrap with Vinyl wallpaper with
facades of traditional shops.
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EZ Nr. Item
Code

Description

EF9.1, Various height low walls to visually separate the
bistro area from the main exhibition path.
EF9.2,
EF9.3,
EF9.4

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

Low height wall in the same look as the floor and
backsides of the exhibition booths.
White pine planks, sandblasted (to achieve a
slightly worn-out look), treated with fire retardant,
intumescent paint, in compliance with the Expo 17
Guidelines Standards on Fire Prevention. (Color by
Client) All these low height walls are on one side
slightly inclined as an optical extension of the
"dock" flooring.
There are various sized openings (holes) in these
walls lit internally as they where lit village windows..
there are 2 monitors 24" embedded in these
structures to present the greek lifestyle and the
mediterranean nutrition.

EZ10

EF9.5

Serving counter as per drawings

EF9.6

Typical Traditional Grocery shelf structure out of
wood, painted so to get a vintage look.

EXB9.1,
EXB9.2,
EXB9.3

3X Scaffold-like thin structures (variations as per
drawings), presenting 3 different Product
categories. It hosts graphics (Vinyl Net drop and
Wallpaper), artifacts and products, to simulate a
typical traditional architectural corner of the area the
product is coming from.

ART9.1

Traditional Olive Jar

EF10.1

"Exhibition Booth"
Self supporting L-shape Structure, with visible
vertical supports (legs).
It is inspired by the traditional wooden fisherman
sea booths. They are placed along the dock-path
and are hosting the various Exhibition Sections,
presenting them in their dockside part through
digital Media.
Their "sea" sides (to the "Harbour of Encounters"
aim to embrace it and to simulate scenographically
a small sea-side village with various sized lit
openings which reflect in the glossy floor.

"

Structure out of steel sections 15X15mm or max
20X20mm painted white. Graphics are mostly
hanging like banners. Inside them there are also
floor graphics.

The Construction consists of a sectional steel structure, lined with gypsum boards to the internal part,
both wall and ceiling.
Single sided gypsum board back wall and ceiling
made of proprietary metal studs and runners, clad
with 1 layer of 12.5 mm plaster board enclosing
mineral wool insulation to full height. Cut outs on
the wall to fit 48” LED screens at eye level and flush
to the surface of the wall, as per drawings and in
coordination with the graphic provider to match the
exact position within the wallpaper graphic. Proprietary reinforced studs and lintels will be placed at
location around cut outs for the fixation of the monitors.
The external and section sides are lined with white
painted pine planks similar to the floor finish, fixed
on chipboard panel or directly on steel substructure
!
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EZ Nr. Item
Code
EZ0

DEC0.1

Description
Sail-boat like Object. Will be used as a table for
children to prepare their personal takeaway gift. A
windmill out of paper with greek colors.

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

White painted (RAL 9010) table top cut to shape
according to the drawings. Will be supported on a
dark blue structure perimetrically.
Sail masts out of steel fixed on the floor with base
under the table. All corners and edges to be
smoothly finished so that they are kids friendly.
Two triangular shaped sails out of white stretch net
(semitransparent) fabric will be fixed between the
masts

DEE0.2

24 Paper kites of various sizes, prepared in Greece,
very light, are hanging (flying) from nylon fishing
lines in different heights. The lines are crossspanned between the building structure close to the
ceiling.
They symbolise the "journey of the greek words"
around the world.

The kites are out of a semitransparent foil with
special printed graphics with the 24 letters of the
greek alphabet. They are hanging in an inclined
position as if they were in the sky.
The kites are slightly swinging through the air
conditioning air flow getting a realistic fly effect.

"
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EZ Nr. Item
Code

Description

Details

Qty.

Unit
price

Cost

Notes / Remarks / Sample Images

"
DEC0.3

Approx 10000-15000 white or blue semitransparent
playground balls (70 mm diameter), crush proof, will
be spread all over the greek pavilion, but especially
in the certain zone (Harbour of encounters),
symbolizing the sea foam and at the same time
giving a playful atmosphere to this area, which aims
to bring people closer to each other by smiling and
playing.
Every Guest can write a wish on a ball and through
it into the sea… at the end of the EXPO the written
balls will be collected photographed and placed in
the web site of the Hellenic Participation, or even
exhibited in a special event.
"
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H. EXTERIOR DECORATION PLAN / FACADE
To be amended…
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I.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS / OVERVIEW

1. Mechanical Installations
1.1

Water Supply and Sewage system

The Exhibition Organizer shall lay a cold and hot water supply system to the Official Participant's Pavilion
with the installation of water metering units. The cost of a water meter shall be taken from the Official
Participant.
The Official Participant Pavilion's water supply system shall meet the criteria below:
Water supply pipes shall be zinc-coated or made of polypropylene. For the hot water supply, polypropylene pipes shall be reinforced.
When designing, it will be taken into account that the water supply in the Official Participant's Pavilion
shall only be provided in the kitchenette.
All isolation valves, mixers and other equipment shall be of high quality and ensure the uninterrupted operation of the water supply system in the Pavilion.
Repositioning of rooms from the connection point to the Exhibition Organizer's water supply system must
be approved as part of the Pavilion Design.
All works, materials and equipment related to the installation of the water supply into the rooms inside the
Official Participant's Pavilion shall be carried out at the Official Participant's expense.
The routing of water supply pipes is foreseen parallel to the wall adjacent to the welcome area, from the
nearby mechanical- installations shaft down to the kitchenette.
The Exhibition Organizer shall lay the waste water sewage pipeline to the mechanical- installations shaft
near the Official Participant's Pavilion.
The Official Participant Pavilion's waste water sewage system shall meet the criteria below:
The Facility shall include a gravity sewage system without grease trap. In the Exhibition Organizer's
sewage system, PVC and cast iron pipelines shall be used. PVC pipes with diameter of 100 mm will be
laid to the Official Participant's Pavilion. All works, materials and equipment related to the installation of
waste water sewage and exhaust ventilation from the rooms inside the Official Participant's Pavilion shall
be carried out at the Official Participant's expense.
All valves, mixers and other equipment shall be of high quality and ensure uninterrupted operation of
waste water sewage system in the Pavilion.
During the development of the Pavilion Design, the Official Participant shall take into account its personal
responsibility to check in-situ all the existing conditions impacting the Official Participant's expected
works and to show these conditions in final drawings.
More specified layout of connection points to the water supply and waste water sewage systems in the
Official Participant's Pavilion will be given in the Official Participant Pavilion's Certificate provided by the
Exhibition Organizer upon selection and approval of the Official Participant Pavilion's location.
During the design and equipping of the Pavilion with a kitchenette waste water system, grease trap must
be installed in kitchenette waste water sewage intended for purification of grease. Grease trap must be
located in the sewage system before the connection point to the common sewage system of the Facility.
A small wastewater lifting station will be used. The kitchenette waste water discharge pipe from the lifting
station will be routed at a height of no more than 5m parallel to the wall adjacent to the welcome area, to
the Facility’s sewage pipe at the nearby mechanical- installations shaft.
Chrome plated brassware will be provided.
Sink will be made of stainless steel, equipped with chrome brass tap 15mm and drain valve and drain
trap.
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Only materials (fittings, equipment items, pipes etc.) will be used which are approved in the country of
implementation.
Various pipelines will be appropriately used according to the existing installation specifications, whereby
in the case of waste water-pipes in contact lines only arcs and branches of 45 degrees will be used.
For installation and assembly, the manufacturer's instructions will always be followed.
Pipes will be arranged in a way that allows sufficient space for proper individual maintenance.
Mounting clips in corrosion-resistant, noise reducing design.
Pipe openings will be kept free of dirt during the entire construction period.
Installed fittings will be protected against damage and dirt (e.g. by having crepe tape wrapped around
them).
Metal pipe systems and metal fittings will be grounded in accordance with the relevant national regulations.
1.2 Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
1.2.1

Heating

The Exhibition Organizer has provided for heating of the Facility's rooms using under-floor heating and
air heating by VRV system and plenum ventilation.
Floor heating is installed in the floor structure. Each Official Participant Pavilion has a floor heating system. The floor heating system is water-based. Metal-reinforced plastic pipes are used. This system is located along the perimeter of each of the 14 U-shaped Facilities at a distance of 3.0 m to 3.6 m from the
edge of external walls and atrium zone walls.
The Facility heating parameters:
Convector and floor heating 60 W/m2.
VRV system (air heating) 70 W/m2.
Plenum ventilation +18 - +20ºС.
The Exhibition Organizer shall prohibit the connection of any Official Participant's heating devices and
appliances to the existing Facility's water heating system. In case of an accident in the floor heating system during the construction and installation in the Official Participant's Pavilion, all costs related to the
incident up to the complete elimination of the accident including any arising consequences shall be borne
by the Official Participant.
1.2.2

Ventilation

The Exhibition Organizer has equipped the Facility with a balanced mechanical ventilation system with
air heating in the cold season and air cooling in the warm season.
Parameters of the balanced ventilation are as follows:
Plenum ventilation – 265 m3/hour per one grate (diffuser);
Exhaust ventilation – 590 m3/hour per one grate (diffuser).
Exhaust ventilation must be installed at the kitchenette area. To install exhaust ventilation from the kitchenette area, the Exhibition Organizer has provided main vertical (risers) air ducts (channels) with a connection point for the Official Participant's exhaust ventilation system.
Here, to ensure exhaust ventilation from kitchenette areas (cooker hood), the Official Participant shall
install air ducts from the Official Participant's area to the connection point to the Exhibition Organizer's
main channels, install a hood with a chimney valve (mechanically or automatically controlled), grease
filter and ventilation equipment (fan).
Ventilation equipment parameters in the Pavilion Design shall be assumed on the basis of the kitchenette
area. The Official Participant's ventilation equipment shall be installed on the Facility's mechanical floor
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upon approval by the Exhibition Organizer.Cross-section of air ducts for exhaust ventilation from the food
court shall be 200x200 mm.
To obtain good air recirculation in the office, the VIP area and the small-area rooms, local vertical air
ducts (with in line fans) will be installed to expel room-air above the false ceiling.
All works,materials and equipment related to the provision of exhaust ventilation be carried out at the Official Participants' expense.
1.2.3

Air conditioning

The Exhibition Organizer shall make provisions for the Facility cooling system by VRV system.
The refrigeration supply source at the Facility is a split variable refrigerant volume (VRV) air conditioning
system. The refrigerant used is R410a. This system provides for cooling with the installation of internal
modules into each Official Participant Pavilion. Location of the cooling system internal module (air conditioner) and engineering data will be issued additionally in the Pavilion's certificate (see the certificate form
attached).
The Official Participant is allowed to change (if necessary) the location of internal modules within a radius
of maximum 2 metres from the location specified by the Exhibition Organizer. Cooling system pipelines
are insulated copper freon conduits. Welding operations with copper shall be carried out in accordance
with the regulatory documents as follows:
EN 12735-1 Copper and Copper Alloys. Seamless Circular Pipes of Copper for Refrigerating equipment
and Air Conditioning Equipment.
Part 1: Pipes for Pipeline Systems.
EN 12735-2 Copper and Copper Alloys. Seamless Circular Pipes of Copper for Refrigerating equipment
and Air Conditioning Equipment.
Part 2: Pipes for Equipment. Refrigeration supply parameters – 100 W/m2.
The Official Participant shall bear personal responsibility to check in-situ all the existing conditions impacting the Official Participant's expected works and to show these conditions in final drawings.
The Official Participant shall bear responsibility for the insulation of al equipment to prevent vibration and
noise from its operation from transmitting outside the Pavilion. The Official Participant shall not use the
space above the counter ceiling for the injection of circulating air; the whole volume of air being removed
above the ceiling shall be passed via air ducts.
All works, materials, and equipment related to the provision of the Official Participant's Pavilion air conditioning connected to the movement of air conditioners, extension and movement of flexible air ducts and
the movement of diffusers shall be carried out at the Official Participant's expense.
1.3 Specifications and requirements for mechanical systems
- All the Official Participant's equipment shall be installed with due account for ease of dismantling and
maintenance.
- All air ducts must be of zinc-coated metal sheets and insulated from the outside with a mineral wool
layer coated with a 25 mm thick aluminium foil. Flexible air ducts with a maximum length of 800 mm can
be used as feeds to the diffusers. Flexible air ducts shall be insulated from outside. Air ducts shall be of
zinc-coated steel sheets at least 0.5 mm thick.
- The Official Participant shall submit the data sheets for all the plumbing fixtures (if any) to the Exhibition Organizer.
- In all the domestic water supply networks, ball-type valves shall be used.
- Water heaters may only be installed if approved by the Exhibition Organizer.
- The pipeline for condensate removal shall be of polyvinyl chloride pipes with a minimum internal
diameter of 25 mm. To facilitate cleaning, all turns shall be of T-shaped components with plugs. All connections to the sewage system shall be made using U-bends installed in accessible places. U-bends
shall also be equipped with T-shaped components with plugs facilitating manual filling.
1.4 Fire fighting
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1.4.1

Fire extinguishers

Portable fire-extinguishers 6kg, dry-dust, shall be placed in the pavilion, in a maximum distance of 15m
from each other.

2. Electrical Installation
2.1.

High current installation

2.1.1

General Description

The Exhibition Organizer shall lay a power supply grid with the installation of an electrical switchboard
(room) to the Official Participant's Pavilion.
The Organizer shall provide for the laying of cable line of 440/230 Volt, 50 Hz.from the floor switchboard
in which the Official Participant's power supply meter of non combustible and low gas and smoke emitting vinyl cable with copper wires is installed. Cable line shall be laid to the switchboard installed by the
Organizer, which contains an incoming automatic circuit breaker. Laying cable line shall be provided for
with due account for the Facility's existing cable chutes. The cable shall be 4x1x150+1x95 mm2, drawn in
conduit.
All works on power supply inside the Pavilion shall be carried out at the Official Participant's expense. All
wires shall be of copper and insulated, and installed in tubular cable ducts and be colour coded. All wiring
and cable ducts shall be hidden.
The low voltage installation shall be fully compliant with the relevant DIN, VDE, IEC, or according to the
local codes or regulations.
2.1.2

Power requirements

The lighting loads, receptacles and miscellaneous loads are estimated on the basis of watts per square
meter provided by Expo Authorities (100 w/m2) that by request can be increased up to a maximum 300
w/m2. Estimated are 200 w/m2.
0.200 x 400 = 80 KW
• Lighting demand load
• Mechanical demand load
• Kitchenette demand load
• Miscellaneous demand load
-------------------------------Total Demand load
2.1.3

=
=
=
=

50.0 KW
4.0 KW
4.0 KW
8.0 KW

= 66 KW

Low voltage main power panel

The incoming power service will be terminated at a 400/230 Volt 3Φ, 50 Hz system. The main power
panel will be located in the ground floor in the vestibule of the VIP area.
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The routing of the incoming cable is foreseen parallel to the wall adjacent to the welcome area, from the
nearby electrical-installations shaft down to the vestibule.
Secondary power or lighting panels shall be STAB and all will surface mounted. The panels will be
equipped automatic circuit breakers with 10KA – 18KA breaking capacity. The panels shall have lockable
door and circuit directory. All panels shall be fed from the top.
Each panel shall be fed with separate cable line from the main power panel with breaking breaker at the
main power panel.
2.1.4

Low voltage distribution

Laying cable lines shall be provided for with due account for the Facility's existing cable chutes. The routing of the cables to the void underneath the plank floor is foreseen from the existing cable chutes to the
side of the columns at the perimeter of the plank floor.
All works on power supply inside the Pavilion shall be carried out at the Official Participant's expense. All
wires shall be of copper and insulated, and installed in tubular cable ducts and be colour coded. All wiring
and cable ducts shall be hidden.
For cable distribution, cable trays or conduits shall be used. For distribution of receptacles in the offices,
plastic channels will be used (Legrand type), or conduit and recessed-wall type.
All lighting circuits will be provided with a 3x1x1.5 mm2 cable. All power circuits will be provided with a
3x1x2.5 mm2 or 3x1x4 mm2 cable. Lighting circuits will be separated from the socket outlet circuits.
2.2.4

Emergency lighting

The Official Participants shall ensure emergency lighting with a back-up power supply from an integrated
accumulator in the Pavilion's exhibition zone, in service rooms and on escape routes from the Pavilion.
In case of failure, the security lighting required is 15 lux lighting level according to the fire department requirements. These fixtures will be located in the corridors, above the exit routes. Fixture will be integrated
with batteries Ni-Cd according to DN 1624 specifications. The lighting fixtures for the exits shall bear the
indication “EXIT” along with appropriate arrows, if required.
The Official Participant shall provide for the presence of one after-hours light located in the centre of the
area. If the area exceeds 200 sq.m., one light per 200 sq.m. must be provided for. The after-hours light
shall be part of a separate circuit and connected to the Official Participant's meter.
2.1.5

Lighting Fixtures

The Exhibition Organizer has provided for the lighting of public spaces (halls, lobby, staircases etc).
For Official Participants, temporary lighting is provided for the deployment period to carry out construction operations; in case of insufficient lighting, the Official Participant shall independently and at its expense arrange lighting within its area for the period of construction.
During the design of the Pavilion's permanent lighting, including decorative and architectural lighting, the
Official Participant shall undertake to use energy-saving type lights and lighting fixtures.
High-intensity lamps (mercury arc-discharge lamps etc) will not be used.
In public and exhibition zones of the Official Participant's Pavilion, all lights except for decorative ones
shall be built-in.
Uncovered incandescent lamps (without a plafond) will not be used.
Lights with uncovered neon lamps (tubes) will not be used.
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To intensify the accent on the exposition, low-voltage lighting with built-in lights or surface-mounted track
lighting systems can be used.
The lighting and illumination of façades and exposition shall have a light dimmer switch.
Separate circuits must be provided for the lighting appliances' power supply.
Several types of lighting fixtures have been provided within the Pavilion areas. Most of these fixtures are
wide or narrow-beam projectors, spotlights, core fluorescent lights LED type lights, or decorative lighting
fixtures.
- Lighting in the Pavilion's exposition zone is made with incandescent lamps in the form of built-in or
track lighting systems. Unless otherwise agreed with the Exhibition Organizer, floor lamps are not allowed.
- In the welcome and good-bye zone, an open false ceiling of light boxes is foreseen.
- In the office and VIP areas, under the narrow beams of the open false ceiling, linear LED lights are
foreseen.
- Linear LED lights under the upper corner inside the wooden pergolas will illuminate the fabric.
- Vertical light boxes and the projection screen shall contribute to the overall lighting experience.
The lighting system in all areas will be controlled from the main power panel (located in the ground floor
in the vestibule of the VIP area) by relays, conductors and remote push buttons.
The basic proposed lighting fixture shall be LED type.
The average illumination level will be fully compliant with the existing international code. Recommendations for each room or office space are as follows:
Offices
450 lux
Corridors 250 lux
Storage
150 lux
2.1.6

Switches and receptacles

Switches shall be toggle-type 10 A 220 V, with decorative cover, and the receptacles shall be 220 V, 16A
or 220 V, 20A, 3W, U-type connection with decorative cover.
2.1.7

Surge Protection

Current surge protection equipment will be provided to both switch panels by surge deviators located
within the main LV switchboard.
2.1.8

Earthing

The internal voltage distribution network earthing system starts from the main earthing busbar of the low
voltage main power panel. Each cable feeder feeding several panels or equipment will include earthing
cable. This earthing cable will have half the size and insulation of the neutral and will run parallel to the
supply feeder.
All the metallic parts of the electrical installations will be earthed.
The main earthing system up to metering equipment will be provided by Expo Authorities.
2.1.9

Design requirements

Unless otherwise specified, all electric wiring in all zones of the Official Participant's space shall be of
PVC, HDPE, metal tubes, hidden, and laid along the shortest feasible paths between starting and ending
points. All tubes shall be properly fixed.
Tubes shall be installed in parallel to horizontal and vertical lines of walls, ceilings and floors.
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On turns, it is permitted that tubes bend at an angle of 90º or 45º or standard dedicated fittings be used.
All cable terminations and wiring shall be carried out in electrical switch boxes.
Uncovered cable chutes may only be installed in the ceiling void. During installation of cablecarrying
structures in ceiling void, the layout of main cable chutes must be accounted for.
Access to connection locations, junction boxes must be provided.
All the materials for wiring installation shall be new, of high quality, and in possession of the required certificates.
Regulatory rules and standards are as follows:
All works shall be carried out in strict adherence to the requirements of Construction Standards and
Regulations (SNiP), Electrical Installations Code ("PUE") and other applicable regulatory documents. Installing of fire-hazardous high-power utility equipment must be approved by the Exhibition Organizer.
Automatic circuit breakers of socket groups and equipment at the Official Participant's distributing panel
must be fitted with leakage current protection designed for 0.03 Ampere.
Junction and mounting boxes for terminal devices shall be standard and certified. When installing such
boxes in damp or unprotected spaces, the Official Participant shall agree with the Exhibition Organizer
the required box type. Mounting boxes for wiring items (i.e. circuit breakers, receptacles etc.) shall be
completely covered and fixed with screws or using brackets allowed for use.
Lighting fixtures shall be fixed to brackets agreed by the Exhibition Organizer. On the Exhibition Organizer's request, brackets must be tested for compliance with the requirements of regulatory documents in
presence of the Design and Construction Operations Coordinator.
Floor-mounted receptacles:
floor-mounted receptacles must be installed flush with the floor and be hidden in floor mounting boxes,
the type of which shall be agreed with the Design and Construction Operations Coordinator. Floormounted receptacles shall have an impermeable cover.
Requirements for electric engine bladed switches:
The bladed switches shall contain no fusible links and be designed for standard operating current. Each
electric engine invisible from the main circuit breaker of panel from which it is powered shall be equipped
with an additional bladed switch in close proximity to the engine.
Bladed switches may not be fixed onto tubes or chutes.
Electric engine starter: The electric engine magnetic starter shall be designed for the operating current
and have cabling for 220/380 V 50 Hz. All the "hard-start" electric engines shall have thermal protection.
The Official Participant's Pavilion automation system shall be developed by the Official Participant independently at its own expense. Upon approval by the Exhibition Organizer, the Official Participant's Pavilion automation system can be connected to the Facility's automation system.
2.2 Fire Alarm System, Low current system and Burglar alarm
Low-current systems are used by the Exhibition Organizer in the Facility include automated fire and burglar alarm systems, warning and evacuation systems, structured cable system (telephony, wired
Internet), video surveillance system, wireless Internet system, Facility utilities monitoring and control system, access control system etc.
The Organizer's common automatic fire and burglar alarm system is made based upon BOSCH system.
In the Facility's 1st floor rooms, linear smoke detectors are installed at a height of 8.0 m, in the 2nd floor
rooms, optical smoke detectors are installed at a height of 3.0 m from the floor level.
During the design of individual rooms, ceilings and mezzanines in the Pavilions, the Official Participant
shall take into account the presence of an operational voice warning system, and automatic fire and burglar system.
In case of a loss of integrity and continuity of the Exhibition Organizer's voice warning system or the automatic fire and burglar system, the Official Participant must equip its Pavilion with an automatic fire
alarm and warning system and these must be provided for in the Pavilion Design.
When designing the Pavilion's local voice warning system and the automatic fire and burglar alarm system, the Official Participants' system must be integrated into the Facility's general fire alarm system.
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All cable lines in all zones of the Official Participant Pavilion's area shall be made of PVC, HDPE, metal
tubes, hidden and be laid along the shortest feasible paths between starting and ending points. All tubes
must be properly fixed. Flame-retardant cable shall be used.
Tubes shall be installed in parallel to horizontal and vertical lines of walls, ceilings and floors.
On turns, it is permitted that tubes bend at an angle of 90º or 45º or standard dedicated fittings be used.
All cable terminations and wiring shall be carried out in electrical switch boxes. Uncovered cable chutes
may only be installed in a ceiling void or in a single-piece wall.
During installation of cable-carrying structures in a ceiling void, the layout of main cable chutes must be
accounted for.
Access to connection locations, junction boxes must be provided.
All Official Participant's works on installing voice warning network, automatic fire and burglar alarm and
other systems which are carried out within the Pavilion shall be at the Official Participant's expense.
2.2.1

Design requirements

2.2.1.1 Automatic fire alarm
The automatic fire alarm in the Official Participant's Pavilion shall be connected to the Facility's fire alarm.
Location of fire detectors shall be agreed with the Design and Construction Operations Coordinator.
Manual alarm call points shall be installed on the walls and structures at a height of 1.5 m from the floor
level. Routes shall be laid with due account for the layout of power and lighting wiring systems and appliances (not closer than 0.5 m in case of parallel laying). Fire alarm units shall be installed at a distance
not closer than 0.6 m from holes and vent grates. The fire alarm network shall be installed after installation of the Pavilion's power supply networks.
All works on the design and installation of the fire alarm systems in the Pavilion shall be carried out by
the Official Participant at its own expense.
2.2.1.2 Access control system
If desired, the Official Participant can connect its Pavilion to the Exhibition Organizer's access control
system installed at the Facility. Details of such connection must be requested from the Design and Construction Operations Coordinator.
The Official Participant's Pavilion access control system shall be installed by the Official Participant independently at its own expense. The Official Participant shall undertake to present data on the quantity of
visitors on a daily basis.
2.2.1.3 Warning and evacuation system
All the Official Participants' Pavilions are equipped with loudspeakers of the Exhibition Organizer's warning system. Should the installation of additional loudspeakers and any other changes to the system be
required, the Official Participant shall contact the Design and Construction Operations Coordinator in order to obtain the specifications for the execution of such works and to agree these changes. In case
these changes are agreed, the Official Participant shall bear all the expenses for the execution of works
related to changes to the warning system at the Official Participant's initiative.
2.2.1.4 Burglar alarm system
The Exhibition Organizer has provided for the presence of a burglar alarm system. If necessary, the Official Participant can connect its Pavilion to the Exhibition Organizer's burglar alarm system installed at the
Facility.
The possibility of connecting the Official Participant's Pavilion to this system and the cost of this service
shall be negotiated with the Exhibition Organizer additionally.
The Official Participant's Pavilion burglar alarm system shall be installed by the Official Participant independently at its own expense.
2.2.1.5 Video surveillance system
The Exhibition Organizer has provided for the presence of a video surveillance system installed in accordance with the requirements of the counter-terrorism legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
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If necessary, the Official Participant can connect its Pavilion to the Exhibition Organizer's video surveillance system installed at the Facility.
The possibility of connecting the Official Participant's Pavilion to this system, specifications for equipment, for connection to the unified video surveillance system, and also the operation procedure and the
cost of this service shall be negotiated with the Exhibition Organizer additionally.
The Official Participant's Pavilion video surveillance system shall be installed by the Official Participant
independently, connection and integration with the unified video surveillance system shall be performed
by the Organizer's engineering departments.
2.3

Telephone - Data System

For the Official Participants' comfortable operation, communication channels ("VPN") have been allocated. VPN tunnels will be created by establishing a virtual "point-to-point" connection for the security of the
data transmission channels. Specialized access control monitoring servers will be in operation for authentication and access.
There will be an open WiFi network in operation on the entire territory of the Exhibition for convenient access to the Exhibition's mobile services. Multimedia broadcasts will also be offered via the WiFi network.
This service will facilitate the use of wireless TV broadcasting.
As the access point to the Internet, the Exhibition Organizer will allot a connection port in the Pavilion's
telecommunication room. To connect to the Internet with guaranteed speed (dedicated channel) or to organize VPN, the Official Participant must contact the Technical Office. This technical capability is provided by the Exhibition Organizer as an additional paid service.
The Exhibition Organiser will install wired telecommunication devices and connection devices right up to
the telecommunication room of the first and the second floors.
When the Official Participants need to use telecommunication systems, they, according to the previously
approved Pavilion Design, at their own expense and risk, shall install internal telecommunications systems and equipment and other devices in the allotted places except for external devices, including internal transmission via channel and wired connection.
Official Participants must monitor that the telecommunications equipment including wireless or other
equipment does not impede the functioning of other equipment or production facilities of the Exhibition
Organizer or other Official Participants.
Official Participants may only adjust wireless and fixed communication on plots defined by the Exhibition
Organizer.
When wireless network provided by the Supplier is used, the Official Participant shall only use it for personal purposes. Wireless network access may not be used to organize the exhibition space communication services.
The complete telephone-data network will be implemented in the Pavilion, responding to office requirements.
The Pavilion incoming line will be a 1x2x16 cable, terminated in the ground floor in the vestibule of the
VIP area. A small rack will be provided in this room, which will be used as data and telephone terminal
panel.
Each working place will be provided with two telephones and two data RJ45 cat 6 outlets, running in the
wall or in cable channels.
The technical characteristics of the material to be used shall be category 6 or 7. Four (4) pairs of SFTP
cat 6 cables shall be implemented. The rack will contain patch panels cat. 6 and Hubs as indicated on
the drawing. Cat. 6 patch panels and hubs shall terminate in the rack. The main telephone panel of internal lines will be located in rack with patch panel.
A new ISDN PABX telephone shall be implemented.
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J. MENSURATION DIAGRAMM
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K. PRESENTATION MEDIA AND SYSTEMS
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Presentation Systems Overview
1. EXTERIOR QUEUE (0/0)
•
•
None
•
None

Graphic Presentation Media
Audio
Visual Presentation

2. THE HELLENIC THOUGHT (0/1)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
Background audio media sound effects.
Device: 2 x small form Background Loudspeakers of 150 Watt Power Capacity, Sensitivity dBSPL@1m: 87dB.
Source: Audio Server.
Description:
• Visual Presentation
None

3. FROM FIRE TO LIGHT (0/2)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
none
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is provided through flat screen presentations.
Device: 2 x LCD TFT 24” display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description: Program media is shown on the LCD display installed inside the construction.

4. WE…THE PEOPLE OF HELLAS (0/3)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
None
• Visual Presentation
Device: 3 x Ultra HD LCD 49” Display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description:

5. OUR POWERFUL WINDS (0/4)
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•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
Background audio media sound effects.
Device: 2 x small form Background Loudspeakers of 150 Watt Power Capacity, Sensitivity dBSPL@1m: 87dB.
Source: Audio Server.
Description:
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is provided through flat screen presentations.
Device: 3 x LCD TFT 24” display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description: Program media is shown on the LCD display installed inside the construction.

6. CAPTURING THE WIND (0/5)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
Background audio media sound effects.
Device: 2 x small form Background Loudspeakers of 150 Watt Power Capacity, Sensitivity dBSPL@1m: 87dB.
Source: Audio Server.
Description:
• Visual Presentation
Device: 1 x Ultra HD LCD 49” Display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description:

7. HEALING THE SENCES (0/6)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
Background audio media sound effects.
Device: 2 x small form Background Loudspeakers of 150 Watt Power Capacity, Sensitivity dBSPL@1m: 87dB.
Source: Audio Server.
Description:
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is presented through a front projection system on a tilted screen. One (1) projector
capable to display 4K resolution media.
Device: 1 x Projector, 12000 Lumens WUXGA Laser with appropriate lens.
Source: Media Server
Description:

8. OUR ENDLESS WATERS, OUR HEALING SUN (0/7)
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none
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is provided through flat screen presentations.
Device: 2 x LCD TFT 24” display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description: Program media is shown on the LCD display installed inside the construction.

9. OUR WARMING AND NOURISHING LAND (0/8)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
none
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is provided through flat screen presentations.
Device: 3 x LCD TFT 24” display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description: Program media is shown on the LCD display installed inside the construction.

10.OUR OUTDOOR LIVING (0/9)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
none
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is provided through flat screen presentations.
Device: 1 x LCD TFT 24” display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description: Program media is shown on the LCD display installed inside the construction.

11.HELLAS, THE CROSSROADS OF ENERGY (0/10)
•

Graphic Presentation Media

• Audio
none
• Visual Presentation
Visual media is provided through flat screen presentations.
Device: 1 x Ultra HD LCD 49” Display.
Source: Video Servers.
Description: Program media is shown on the LCD display installed inside the construction.
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PRESENTATION MEDIA / VISUAL SYSTEMS
PROGRAM

archiplus architects & associates

LOCATION

SOURCE

CHANNEL

DEVICE

AVP 2.1

(0/2) From Fire to Light

Video Server 1 HDV
H265

01

D1 1x LCD 24” in wall mounted

AVP 2.2

(0/2) From Fire to Light

Video Server 2 HDV
H265

02

D2 1x LCD 24” in wall mounted

AVP 3a

(0/3) We…the People of
Hellas

Video Server 3 HDV
H265

03

D3 1x UHD LCD 49”

AVP 3b

(0/3) We…the People of
Hellas

Video Server 4 HDV
H265

04

D4 1x UHD LCD 49”

AVP 3c

(0/3) We…the People of
Hellas

Video Server 5 HDV
H265

05

D5 1x UHD LCD 49”

AVP 4.1

(0/4) Our Powerful Winds Video Server 6 HDV
H265

06

D6 1x LCD 24” in wall mounted

AVP 4.2

(0/4) Our Powerful Winds Video Server 7 HDV
H265

07

D7 1x LCD 24” in wall mounted

AVP 4.3

(0/4) Our Powerful Winds Video Server 8 HDV
H265

08

D8 1x LCD 24” in wall mounted

AVP 5.1

(0/5) Capturing the Wind

Video Server 9 HDV
H265

09

D9 1x UHD LCD 49”

AVP 6.1

(0/6) Healing the Senses

Media Server 1
1080p/60 fps uncompressed 4:4:4

10

P1 1x Projector 12000 Lumens. Front projection Laser
20.000h

AVP 7.1

(0/7) Our Endless Waters, Our Healing Sun

Video Server 10
HDV H265

11

D10 1x LCD 24” in wall
mounted

AVP 7.2

(0/7) Our Endless Waters, Our Healing Sun

Video Server 11
HDV H265

12

D11 1x LCD 24” in wall
mounted

AVP 8.1

(0/8) Our Warming &
Nourishing Land

Video Server 12
HDV H265

13

D12 1x LCD 24” in wall
mounted

AVP 8.2

(0/8) Our Warming &
Nourishing Land

Video Server 13
HDV H265

14

D13 1x LCD 24” in wall
mounted

AVP 8.3

(0/8) Our Warming &
Nourishing Land

Video Server 14
HDV H265

15

D14 1x LCD 24” in wall
mounted

AVP 9.1

(0/9) Our Outdoor Living

Video Server 15
HDV H265

16

D15 1x LCD 24” in wall
mounted

AVP 10

(0/10) Hellas, the Crossroads of Energy

Video Server 16
HDV H265

17

D16 1x UHD LCD 49”

VD 01

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 1

Video Server 1

VD 02

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 2

Video Server 2
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VD 03

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 3

Video Server 3

VD 04

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 4

Video Server 4

VD 05

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 5

Video Server 5

VD 06

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 6

Video Server 6

VD 07

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 7

Video Server 7

VD 08

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 8

Video Server 8

VD 09

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 9

Video Server 9

VD 10

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 11

Video Server 10

VD 11

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 12

Video Server 11

VD 12

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 13

Video Server 12

VD 13

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 14

Video Server 13

VD 14

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 15

Video Server 14

VD 15

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 16

Video Server 15

VD 16

Control Room

HDV H265

Ch. 17

Video Server 16

VD 17

Control Room

1080p/60 fps uncompressed 4:4:4

Ch. 10

Media Server 1

SC

Control Room

H/W & S/W

19 I/O

Show Control / AV Devices
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PRESENTATION MEDIA / AUDIO SYSTEMS
PROGRAM
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LOCATION

SOURCE

CHANNEL

AP 1.1

(0/1) The Hellenic
Thought

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.1

01

L1-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 1.1

(0/1) The Hellenic
Thought

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.2

02

L2-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 4.1

(0/4) Our Powerful
Winds

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.3

03

L3-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 4.1

(0/4) Our Powerful
Winds

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.4

Y04

L4-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 5.1

(0/5) Capturing
the Wind

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.5

05

L5-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 5.1

(0/5) Capturing
the Wind

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.6

06

L6-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 6.1

(0/6) Healing the
Senses

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.7

07

L7-background speaker wall
mounted

AP 6.2

(0/6) Healing the
Senses

Audio Amplifier 1 ch.8

08

L8-background speaker wall
mounted

Signal
Process

Control Room

Digital Audio
Server 1

AD 01

Control Room

H/W & S/W
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L. DIGITAL EXHIBITION CONTENT
The digital Exhibition Content, A/V Productions, Graphic and Text Programs Creation and Printouts are
responsibilities of Contract "B" and its been described in Greek in ANNEX II.
In tha same ANNEX are described the two Contract Packages and the interfaces between them as outline.
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M. EXHIBITION LIGHTING
To be amended…
In General the exhibition lighting will be done mainly done through show / theatrical moving-head lighting
fixtures, fixed on a truss system from the ceiling.
The Lighting equipment can be offered as Rental Cost for the duration of the exhibition and installed by
the the Contactor "A"
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